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The new edition of the NCTE publication includes an anno

tated bibliography of 1400 books. The editor notes that the 

commit tee chose these from 3500 titles examined. The books were 

selected on the basis of their being enjoyable to read rather 

than their being considered classics or necessary reading by 

all teenagers. Only books published. or reprinted since 1976 are 

included. The bibliography is categorized according to 35 

subject headings with some books located under several topics. 

Some of these categories include "Ad ventures and Ad venturers," 

"Ethnic Experiences," "Hobbies and Crafts," "Music and Musicians " 

"Short Stories," and "Westerns and People of the West." 

The anthology lists both fiction and non-fiction as well as 

dramatic works and collections of poetry and humor. A brief 

description of each book explains the major theme or character. 

Several are labeled as "mature" because of their length or 

complexity; a few are indicated as books some readers might ob

ject to because of language or sexual scenes. For quick re

ference a list of publishers and an index of authors and titles 

is included at the end. It might have been helpful for the authors 

to indicate which books are currently available in paperback as 

well as giving some indication of reading level . 

Librarians should find the book useful for preparing book 

talks and for compiling bibliographies for a class. Selecting 

books as additions to the library collection and aiding student 

selection would be other uses. 
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Books for You is one means of helping teachers keep 

up to date on current publications of interest to senior high 

students. The annotated bibliography would be quite helpful 

in selecting books for a coUirse or unit. In addition, 

teachers could use the book's categories to help students 

choose a book. Teachers in other disciplines might also find 

the list helpful in assigning reading. The book could provide 

teachers suggestions for their own leisure reading selections. 

Each high school library and English department could 

benefit from this handy reference. 

Marsha E. Besch 
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